HOW TO GET THE BEST OUT OF THIS WEBSITE

We have designed this website with you in mind. We want you to find your way easily and have the best experience possible when scrolling through the content, and have employed a range of modern web design icons and tools to make your reading experience an easy and enjoyable one. Below you will find a presentation to the navigation and tools used, and some advice on how to get the best out of the site.

Top Navigation/Main navigation

The menu across the top of the website shows the main content sections of this website. We call these the module buttons. You will be taken to the module of interest by clicking on the button of choice.

START | THINK | PLAN | CREATE | ACT | ASSESS

When you hover over the module button, you will see it changes to the colour of the module. Once you click you will be taken to the module page and the text inside the button will become underlined. (Please see the example below, indicating that you are now on the THINK module page).

Within module navigation

Once on a module page, a vertical menu will be visual to your left. (See the example here on the right). This is the module navigation menu. This menu helps you to navigate within the module page. This navigation has a "scroll down/up effect". When you click on a menu button of interest, you will be taken to the area on the page where that specific information is located. With lengthy pagelayouts, these "within module navigation menu buttons" will help you navigate more efficiently.

When you start scrolling down on the page the "back to top" button will become visual. By clicking on it, you will be taken back to the top of the website.
Search, language choice and social media

The search function will help you find content on the website. Type the name/phrase of the content that you are looking for.

You can choose which language you would like the content in.

Link to the Vaccineswork website

Follow us on Social Media

Links/Hyperlinks

All links/hyperlinks are shown with the traditional "Hyperlink blue" color and a word underline;

ex. Gap analysis

Accordion menus

We use accordion menus throughout the website. These menus facilitate the reading of content heavy sections.

Menu one
Menu two
Menu three

This is how the accordion menu looks when it is open. Notice how the arrow of the top bar is now pointing up. This indicates that by clicking on the bar again your window will close.

This is where you will find the content related to the menu that you have selected by just clicking on the bar.

Click on the Menu of choice and the bar will open a window.

The look of a "closed accordion menu. Notice how all the "menu" bars are stack together and the arrows are pointing downwards.
We use slideshows across the website to illustrate photographs and specific content. You will be taken to the next slide by clicking on the arrows on each side of the slideshow.

Documents & resources

We use a number of icons to illustrate different types of documents or resources available throughout the website. When you hover over or select an icon it will change color based on the link destination. This means that if you click on one of the THINK icons below and the destination is in the CREATE module the icon will change to a green color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORKSHEETS</th>
<th>COUNTRY ILLUSTRATIONS</th>
<th>RESOURCES</th>
<th>LINK</th>
<th>EXERCISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The worksheets, country illustrations, resources and other documents can also be found in the toolbox page of each module.

You can also find useful links, glossary, key messages and all the worksheets on our RESOURCES page.

We sincerely hope you find the platform easy to use but if you have any suggestions for improvements or experience any problems please let us know.

You will find a "Feedback" button at the bottom of every page.

Alternatively, you can simply email us at AFI-contact@gavi.org